Since 1884 . . .

THE TECH has set the pace for campus activities.

Come out and become part of the organization which has trained many successful men during its fifty-two years of dynamic life.

Attend the smoker in the EAST LOUNGE of Walker Memorial this Friday at 5 o'clock and hear its departments explained.

Here’s a real active life for real live men!

DEPARTMENTS

News
Editorial
Sports
Advertising
Business Service
Circulation

"TECHNOLOGY'S LEADING ACTIVITY"

Walker Memorial
To Be Alive With Social Activities

Most Desirable Evenings Taken By Campus Organizations; Some Held Open

Social events of a general nature will not be lacking in the life of the undergraduate this year according to the Walker Memorial Committee. Yesterday Edward L. Coupley, Jr., chairman of the committee, stated that practically all of the desirable evenings for the fall in the Walker Memorial have been engaged for the various organizations.

Friday evening, most desired for theatre, is in most demand. According to Coupley, not all arrangements have been definitely completed, due to the fact that the committee desires all campus organizations to have a fair opportunity of suitable evening programs, while requests that all clubs make their requests for evenings as soon as possible, so that the calendar can be properly completed.

Among the more popular features for the year are included the All Technology smoker, to be held on Christmas, concert and dances, December 3; the senior dance, January 13; the annual Dorn dinner dance, February 10, the sophomore concert and dances, February 17; the spring concert and dances, April 29; and the activities even dance, May 6.

DORN ATHLETIC SEASON

STARTS IN COMING WEEK

Perhaps the first actual competition in the school will take place the week of next week in the Dorus, in the form of a school basketball tournament. Massasoit Driver has scheduled a game which will be played im- mediately, and the boys will be in the necessary hall and fat at the time, when they desire to play.

"PRACTICE INTEGRITY" COMPTON TELLS NEW MEN

(Continued from page one)

...duties in connection with the garage disposal, where amount of work had been markedly reduced during the depression.

Political Discord

"This has affected the community in an illus- trative political discord, not the type promotable by localism, which is failure to perform according to the principles of high morale, integrity and social service. Such acts by those in power, whether due to ignorance or corruption, seriously compromise our govern- ment and are the most dangerous threats to its stability. (We hope that the President of the United States will give up the above character that you will act honorably when in posi- tion of leadership and will be quick to recognize and support integrity in others.)"

"During the war as an American loyal manufacturer sold the Russian government a large consignment of army shoes. These shoes were dishonestly made with paper instead of rubber soles, the substitution being so disguised that it remained undetected until the sole disintegrated in the freezing weather of the Russian front. A noted British sportswriter, in his recent book, "An Army at Work," remarks magnificently, "A shrewd Yankee trick", one may say, which built up a fortune for an otherwise dishonest man, but at what cost- loss of future markets, international ill-will, loss of trust and respect in America as well as forstow suffering for the men who wore the Brahns." By Sunday Afternoon, you..."